Abstract: Developing teaching practices that meet the needs of Second Language Learners (SLL) calls for models of apprenticeship in which teacher candidates acquire competency on how to create learning spaces where students discover, experience and construct knowledge rather than solely practicing skills. The aforesaid argument has an implication when defining the competency of highly qualified teachers as framed by the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act. This article presents a three-step teacher development process requiring teacher candidates first to observe and analyze exemplary teaching practices. Secondly, to help them build expertise on how to question students to ignite their inquiry. And, thirdly, to develop and implement their practices to create a classroom as the we space. The outcomes of this model suggest that highly qualified teachers could be better prepared to work with SLL when they are competent in creating inclusive, participatory learning environments, in which students are able to utilize, El aula, nuestro espacio: Desarrollo de practicas educativas enfocadas en los alumnos y su aprendizaje de una segunda lengua Resumen: Desarrollar practicas de enseñanza que cumplan con las necesidades educativas de los estudiantes que están aprendiendo una segunda lengua requiere unos modelos de preparación y aprendizaje para candidatos a docentes en los cuáles éstos adquieran competencia en cómo crear espacios didácticos donde los estudiantes descubren, exploran, y construyen conocimientos en lugar de solo estar practicando destrezas. Este argumento es de extrema importancia cuando se define la idea de maestros altamente preparados definida por el acta "Que Ningún Nino se Quede Atrás" (NCLB). Este artículo presenta un programa de desarrollo de maestros que incluye tres niveles: primero los candidatos observan prácticas ejemplares, segundo desarrollan capacidad en como preguntar y modelar prácticas de cuestionamiento entre los estudiantes; y, tercero, construyen e implementan sus propias prácticas para crear una clase bajo el lema "este es Nuestro espacio." Los resultados de este estudio sugieren que para optimizar y asegurar que los maestros estén altamente preparados para trabajar con estudiantes que están aprendiendo una segunda lengua, los maestros deben demostrar habilidades y conocimiento para crear espacios de inclusión y participación en el aprendizaje en los cuales los estudiantes puedan utilizar, experimentar, sintetizar y evaluar lo que están aprendiendo. Palabras-clave: interrogaciones; prácticas de enseñanza; observaciones; educación inclusiva; aprendizaje.
Introduction
Defining public education in California in the last ten years includes accountability, standardbased lesson plans, and research-based practices. In principle, these factors delineate effective, comprehensive teaching practices. Yet oftentimes they become the foundation of highly scripted instructional programs that rely on Explicit Direct Instruction (EDI), a model based on a teachercentered, direct instruction philosophy. Scripted programs include highly structured teaching delivery methods in which the teacher explicitly explains every step of each lesson and the student follows those directions. Even though these models have produced some success in increasing student achievement (Goeke, 2008; Hollingsworth & Ybarra, 2008; Marchand-Martella, Slocum & Martella, 2003) , in other cases these same models have been insufficient to meet the needs of a full range of students such as Second Language Learners attending public schools in California (Linsky & Heifetz, 2002; McIver et al., 2010; Orozco, Orozco, & Todorova, 2010) .
According to Tomlinson (1999) , Olsen & Romero (2006) , Tomlinson & McTighe (2006) , Gándara (2010) and Garcia & Kleifgen (2010) , SLL students learn best when they are engaged as active participants in the learning process, not merely passive and inactive vessels to be filled with content that is neither meaningful nor valuable to their lives and experiences. Moreover, Boaler (2009) in her research of instructional techniques, portrayed these teacher-centered methods as follows, "in many . . . classrooms across America the same ritual unfolds: teachers stand at the front of the class demonstrating methods . . . then students work through sets of near-identical questions, practicing the methods. Students in such classroom learn that thought is not required" (p. 40). The implications of implementing these types of programs are that they encourage passive learning from all students and in particular from SLL students.
The duality and at times antagonism between these two methodologies generates a sequence of important questions when attempting to define the idea itself of a highly qualified teacher and the manner in which Teacher Credential Programs prepare highly qualified teachers. Specifically, (a) What are the main traits that define a highly qualified teacher?, (b) Does the level of competency on teacher-centered classrooms delineate highly qualified teaching?, (c) Does the mastery of studentcentered practices characterize a highly qualified teacher?, and (d) What is required from Teaching Credential Programs to prepare highly qualified teachers to work with Second Language Learners?
The idea of highly qualified teachers was constructed under the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act (2001) . NCLB defined a highly qualified teacher as one with full certification, a bachelor's degree and demonstrated competence in subject knowledge and teaching. We note that an unclear definition of competence is what is driving the current debate when trying to reach an agreement on who should receive the seal of a highly qualified teacher.
To provide evidence on this issue of competence, with the idea that SLL students need to experience learning rather than receiving learning from the teacher, an Associate Professor of Mathematics Education and an Associate Professor of Biliteracy Education working at a Teacher Credential Program in a university located in Southern California created an apprenticeship model. The program had a twofold goal. First, to analyze if a student-centered methodology could be an effective method for the SLL students enrolled in public schools in a county where all the thirteen school districts implemented EDI/teacher-centered models. Second to shed light on the basic premise of competence of highly qualified teacher as it applies to both credentialed teachers and teacher candidates. Keep in mind that, when developing the model, the two professors thoroughly reviewed the challenges encompassed when installing student-centered methodology as the guideline for teaching and learning practices.
Transitioning classroom environments from the use of passive to active student learning models, whether one is a student, parent, teacher, or administrator, is neither a new issue nor an easy task. Points of resistance can be "as simple as inertia and an unwillingness to change. Others are rooted in norms, values, and incentives that govern modern education. And still others reflect assorted myths and misconceptions that bedevil active learning …" (Garvin, 1991, p. 6) . To facilitate this transition the two professors created a space through a Migrant Education Summer Academy for five teacher candidates to experience the aforesaid apprenticeship model. Though the focus of the apprenticeship model was teaching practices in Mathematics and Language Arts, teacher candidates had the opportunity to experience first-hand this apprenticeship model to learn and teach not only in Mathematics and Language Arts, but also in three other components, (a) the Portable Assisted Study Sequence (PASS) component, (b) the California High-School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) component, and (c) the Arts component; all of which as a unit provided a multidisciplinary curricula experience. The teacher candidates worked cooperatively with the two professors and with six credentialed teachers, three in the Mathematics and three in English Language Arts.
The apprenticeship model was organized around three areas: observations, questions, and practices. First, teacher candidates observed experienced teachers implementing practices that have their student as their epicenter. Lieberman & Friedrich (2010) and Berry et al. (2011) , in their studies of teacher development, conveyed that providing opportunities for teacher candidates to observe exemplary practices is a fundamental tool for future teachers. Secondly teacher candidates learned how to guide their questioning by actively listening to SLL students. Sloan (2008) , reflecting on the connection between questioning and listening when teaching, explained that "to become a better listener [helps teachers] to seek out and ask questions that will help students find their own answers" (p. 9). And thirdly, teacher candidates created, utilized and analyzed their own student-centered practices. According to Loughran (2006) , this last step helps teacher candidates "develop their understanding of the teaching practices they experience in order to purposefully link the manner in which they learn in a given situation with the nature of teaching itself" (p. 4).
The next four sections present the structure of the Summer Academy with a brief description of the main features of the multidisciplinary curricula, describe the participants, explain the methodology utilized to gather evidence on teacher candidates' perceptions and analysis of this apprenticeship model, and provide an in-depth description on how the three stages of the model were utilized in the Mathematics and Language Arts components of the academy.
Migrant Education Summer Academy
A large number of migrant students enrolled in high schools in the area where this project took place are Second Language Learners. A majority of these migrant students are exposed to teachercentered, lectured based practices in which the teacher controls the discourse within the classroom giving students scarce opportunities to experience and meaningfully acquire knowledge of academic language and knowledge of specialized subject matter (Krashen & Lee Brown, 2007) . Centering the classroom discourse on the teacher's voice rather than on the students' voice frames teaching and learning with an I plus They pedagogy. Alternatively, if teaching and learning begins by understanding the students' background experiences and prioritizes their voice, then the classroom becomes a We space. The latter approach was key when creating the four-week summer academy for sophomore high school SLL migrant students. Figure 1 below lists the components of the academy and the subject matter addressed within each component. The Mathematics Component focuses on developing conceptual understandings about functions, decimals, and fractions. Mathematics learning begins with the use of manipulatives to represent key ideas, then transitions to the use of visual representations, and concludes through the use of symbolic representations. Classes are organized into three sections, with students receiving instruction for three hours each day for five days; then the group of students rotates to another section for another five-day cycle, and does so once more for the third section.
The Language Arts Component focuses on Critical Literacy. Using the written text as a starting point, students read and respond to those texts and later convey their personal thoughts and reflections about them through the use of self-portrait poems, graffiti walls, short stories, and family cultural trees. This component of the program works closely with the Arts Component to help students make personal and meaningful connections from their work in both components. Students are organized into three groups and have the same teacher throughout the whole program.
The Portable Assisted Study Sequence (PASS) Component focuses on providing standard high school curriculum through the use of technology. This is an individualized and self-paced component guided by study plans created between the student and their respective high school counselor.
The California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE) Component focuses on helping students who have already attempted the exam and have not succeeded yet in passing the exam. Students receive support in both Language Arts and Mathematics as it relates specifically to the content covered in these sections of the CAHSEE.
The Arts Component focuses on helping student discover, or rediscover, their creativity and being able to express that creativity in various forms. Working under the guidance of a worldrenowned painter and author, which we will name Secundino 1 , students learn various techniques and models to convey ideas, thoughts, and emotions through the use of traditional and modern art venues. The delivery model employs lectures and demonstrations to establish the required theoretical frameworks needed by students, and then employs a hands-on approach where students put such theories into practice by having them create their own works of art.
The multidisciplinary program concentrates on the use of non-traditional, interactive, studentcentered strategies and tasks to help high school students overcome their fears, frustrations, and anxieties about mathematics and language arts, and to help them succeed with standardized exams such as the CAHSEE. The intent is to facilitate the creation of intellectual bridges within students through the use of concrete, hands-on learning experiences to "help build clearer mental images, thereby leading to greater understanding of abstract ideas" (Weiss, 2006, p. 239) .
In order to support the professional development of both teacher candidates and credentialed teachers, the academy is organized to sustain their collaborative efforts so they can explore how to best meet the educational needs of their students. Being able to work in teams is an essential trait when defining highly qualified teachers (Beninghof, 2012) . According to Villa, Thousand, and Nevin (2008) , schools where teachers effectively collaborate within and across grade levels produce high quality education. Within the academy, each credentialed teacher has one or two teacher candidates present in the classroom; debriefing meetings are held each day to improve the lessons taught that day and to plan for the next day; and the pace of the lessons is adjusted according to the learning needs of the students. These modifications are consistent with recommendations by Henry, Bastian, and Fortner (2011) to help "speed up the development process" (p. 278) of beginning teachers through the use of "high-quality mentoring, networking, and intensive collaboration between teachers" (p. 278). Moreover, this supportive environment provides teachers and teacher candidates the flexibility to explore how to implement non-traditional, student-centered teaching strategies and learning tasks. This independence to adjust to the learning needs of students is also an important characteristic of highly qualified teachers that needs to be experienced by teacher candidates (Christenbury, 2011) .
The final point to make is that teacher candidates are rotated throughout the academy between all the credentialed teachers to broaden their experience after a designated amount of time. That is, teacher candidates learn from and with each credentialed teacher. On a typical day, teacher candidates (a) arrive 30 minutes before the start of class to help with final preparations for the lesson of the day, (b) support instructional activities for the whole period, and (c) meet with the team of credentialed teachers to debrief the lesson and prepare for the next day. Their experience is organized around three key themes as explained below after the methodology section. We remind the reader that the focus will be in the mathematics and language arts components of the academy and that names have also been changed to maintain anonymity.
Methodology
Five teacher candidates participated in this project. Two of them were working on their Special Education Teaching Credential and the other three were completing their K-8 Multiple Subject Teaching Credential. These candidates were selected based on their commitment, knowledge and performance demonstrated in the Mathematics, Literacy, and Social Studies methods courses taught by the two professors who designed the apprenticeship model. After the Summer Academy concluded, the two Special Education teacher candidates were hired in a local elementary school, two of the Multiple Subject candidates started and successfully completed their semester of Student Teaching practices, and the third Multiple Subject candidate took one more semester to complete two courses needed to enter Student Teaching; the student successfully completed student teaching the following semester.
Key components to understand the apprenticeship model are the comments and suggestions teacher candidates shared during and after the Migrant Education Summer Academy. The two professors created three venues to listen to what the teacher candidates had to say about their experience. Evidence, e.g. teacher candidate comments, was gathered at three different levels. One was from daily debriefings taking place after the teaching sessions throughout the academy. Another was from a survey that teachers and teacher candidates completed during the last week of the academy. The third one came from a group interview with all the teacher candidates scheduled five months after the Summer Academy ended. This continuum of teacher candidates' input (during, at the end, and after) helped us analyze how their perceptions progressed as their awareness, reflection and knowledge of student-centered methodologies increased.
The daily debriefings generated meaningful dialogues between the two professors, the teachers, and the teacher candidates. These debriefings occurred after each teaching session; in the morning session for Mathematics and in the afternoon session for Language Arts. The goal was to analyze daily practices and to cooperatively modify, adapt and tailor future practices. At this level, teacher candidates shared and reflected on what they had observed and/or what they had implemented while team-teaching or when teaching on their own. The teachers and the professors for the respective subject area provided feedback on both elements. The professors documented teacher candidates' comments after the debriefing concluded.
The second venue for teacher candidates' input was a survey designed by one of the professors in charge of the academy. In this survey teacher candidates anonymously responded to a sixquestion open-ended questionnaire as shown in Table 1 . At this level teacher candidates were asked to reflect on essential components of this apprenticeship model. Table 1 . Open Ended Survey THEME QUESTION
Teaching Practices
How has your participation in the academy influenced your views, preparation, and/or practices about the teaching process? Explain.
Content Area
Has your participation in the academy influenced your understanding and/or preparation about mathematics, language arts or both? Please explain, making sure to clarify which subject or subject areas you are addressing in your response.
Leadership
Has your preparation in the academy provided you with leadership experiences to help you apply these ideas and/or models in other educational settings?
Differentiated Instruction
Has this academy addressed the educational needs of your students?
Building Capacity
What changes are needed to improve the academy?
Cooperative Learning
Share other thoughts you have about this academy that are important to you for us to know.
The last venue used to collect evidence took place during a group interview between the two professors and the five teacher candidates participating in this project. Questions asked in this interview were a follow-up to the main themes described on table-1. Teacher candidates shared their individual input on those themes as well as adding to remarks shared by their peers. The goal of this a posteriori analysis was to compare the input they provided in the debriefings and electronic survey and their thoughts after they had had the opportunity to observe, implement, and evaluate, either in their own classrooms when completing their student teaching experience or when substituting for other teachers. Their responses were recorded by one of the professors. The comments shared by the teacher candidates in these three settings (debriefings survey and interviews) are used in the next sections to contextualize, refine and examine the effectiveness of the apprenticeship model.
Observations: The One Doing Most of the Work is the One Doing Most of the Learning
One of the features that define a highly qualified teacher is having the capacity to observe and analyze what other teachers do in their classrooms. When educating highly qualified teachers, they need the opportunity to actively observe and experience teaching directly. The apprenticeship model provided the space for teacher candidates to analyze different styles when implementing studentcentered methodologies. As one of the teacher candidates shared, "the Academy allowed us to work with different teachers who use different teaching techniques; therefore I was able to learn different methods of engaging students and classroom management skills."
The challenge in conducting observations lies in bringing focus to the myriad of activities and interactions that occur within a classroom. Teacher candidates utilized three lenses to observe how a student-centered environment is established at the onset and maintained through the academy. That is, teacher candidates observed (a) the process to change a classroom's culture from passive to active learning, (b) the use of questions to influence the dialogue that occurs between and among teachers and students, and (c) the progression of teaching strategies and learning tasks to facilitate student understanding. Given that "the norms [culture] established in the classroom have strong effects on students' achievement" (National Research Council [NRC], 2000, p. 25), teacher candidates began by observing how academy teachers worked to create classroom cultures "that value the search for understanding and allow students (and teachers) the freedom to make mistakes in order to learn" (p. 145). This is a fundamental shift for most SLL students and takes about three days of supporting them through this transition because they either resist participating as active learners or interpret their participation to mean they can do or say whatever they want. Teachers consistently invite, support, and encourage students to become part of the class conversations while at the same time asking students, when necessary, to rephrase their statements or change their behavior so mutual respect is upheld as ideas are exchanged and debated. This is an important skill to learn noted a teacher candidate because it is a "challenge to monitor student learning in collaborative environments" and also, shared another teacher candidate, because it becomes very clear, very fast, that "students are ready to share if someone will listen."
At the debriefing meeting teachers and teacher candidates had at the end of the first day, the conversation focused on the manner in which classroom management was maintained as students face the challenge of viewing and accepting a different role in the classroom; that is, from being passive learners to becoming active learners. Eventually this conversation converged on the use of questions as a key trait of the classroom's culture to enable the exploration of concepts by both teachers and students. Thereafter, teacher candidates began to develop, with the teachers, questions that can be used to generate whole class discussions, bring focus to group discussions, and scaffold individual student thinking, all of which are aimed to bring insights to every student in the classroom. Interestingly, teacher candidates noted how students begin to adopt this classroom culture as they themselves start to answer student questions with questions or, upon asking their own question, try to anticipate what question will be asked of them. The use of questions was pivotal not only to helping students become active learners but also to help teachers understand student thinking; we expand upon this in the next section.
More importantly, by observing the progression of the teaching strategies and learning tasks, teacher candidates begin to realize that "children who merely sit on the sidelines while the teacher acts as the sole player in the education process will not learn at the level that would have been possible had they participated" (Tileston, 2000, p. 5) . This realization is a fundamental challenge to the underlying assumption held by most teacher candidates that SLL students learn best through the use of a teacher-centered instructional model. Representative of the experience for teacher candidates, one of them noted, "this experience will influence my future teaching because I really believe in the importance of guiding students to thinking beyond rather than simple direct teaching." The key to support this shift in assumptions lies in the conversations that occur at the end of each day when teachers and teacher candidates meet to debrief the lesson of the day and plan the lesson for the next day. After all, shared a teacher candidate, "being able to debrief either before or after the class session has been very helpful to see what worked and what didn't work in the lesson. By observing teachers that are familiar with the material and being able to ask them questions right then and there is very helpful."
This conversation begins by exploring how the learning tasks supported, or hindered, the work of the students and how the teaching strategies supported, or hindered, their work. The discussion can focus on the struggles SLL students had with the content or about themselves with an eye towards making, as needed, adaptations to the sequence of the tasks, the level of the questions, the dynamics between and among the teachers and students, and the effects of the strategies. The discussion can focus as well on the insights students had with the content or from teacher candidates themselves, trying to clearly understand what prompted the insight by analyzing carefully what happened right before, during, and after the insight. Loreta, a teacher candidate, shares positively how she "learned teamwork with the debriefing sessions and how to accept criticism and feedback." Finally, a key topic discussed at each debriefing is the progression of learning tasks for language arts and mathematics, which we discuss separately in the next two paragraphs.
Within language arts, teachers carefully share with the teacher candidates how reading, writing, and listening help SLL students learn about their lives and experiences while learning a second language. The activities aim to help students realize how these linguistic competencies become conduits for reflection and self-expression. As the academy moves forward, teacher candidates see the sequence of tasks shifting from self to family by helping students discover, or rediscover, their cultural roots and how they, as individuals, form part of their family cultural tree. Then, once SLL students discover their voices, they begin to explore how they form part of a greater community and the many other voices that exist within their community. Corroborating the latter, Renata, a teacher candidate, underscored the importance of switching from a pedagogy of transmission to a pedagogy of collaboration when teaching and learning, stating that in a student-centered classroom the teacher "uses questions and pictures; uses students' prior experiences to connect with lost students; uses kinesthetic devices to learn; and seeks to understand their thinking." Being able to construct a pedagogy of collaboration is fundamental when answering the first question in the third paragraph of the introduction (What are the main traits that define a highly qualified teacher?). A highly qualified teacher is one who designs teaching and learning by echoing the students' voices; thus, the classroom becomes the We space.
Within mathematics, conversations between teachers and teacher candidates center upon giving practical meaning to the overarching message that student mathematical understanding is richer and deeper when teaching strategies and learning tasks move from the concrete to the abstract. Each day lessons are dissected to establish in specific ways how SLL students explored mathematical concepts kinesthetically, visually, linguistically, or numerically. Renata shared her realization as a teacher that there is "no need to just lecture, lecture, lecture; one needs to be a facilitator too that listens to the students." Lessons on any given day are compared and contrasted to lessons from the previous day or days to help teacher candidates see how the types of tasks students complete in class are changing throughout the academy. Teacher candidates soon realize that a progression occurs within a lesson and between lessons; a key insight they need as get ready to teach the students themselves in the practicum component of their experience. Another main trait of a highly qualified teacher, then, is to design lessons with careful attention to how the learning tasks progress from one to the other so SLL students can explore the ideas in a meaningful manner.
Questioning: Understanding Student Thinking to Nurture Student Thinking
Mastering questioning is the second feature that defines a highly qualified teacher. As Wilen (1987) explained, "the types of questions that elementary and secondary teachers ask and the techniques and strategies they employ can make the difference between reflective, active learners and parroting, passive learners" (p. 9). Specifically, questioning in a teacher-centered methodology is a tool mainly used by the teacher to examine if students have mastered the content being taught primarily through the use of factual recall questions "where students engage in frequent exercises of rote memory" (Cunningham, 1987, p. 71) . However, in a student-centered learning sequence, questioning is not only a tool, but also a skill that both students and teachers need to master to gain deeper understanding of the content explored throughout the lesson (Rohstein & Santana, 2011). Two challenges appear when teachers utilize a student-centered methodology. The first is that teachers need to "know how to attend and to respond with deep understanding to the students they teach" (Schultz, 2002, p. 2) . The second is that teachers have to learn how to utilize the knowledge students bring to the learning situation. To overcome these challenges, the apprenticeship model carefully prepared teacher candidates to identify "common patterns in student thinking in specific subject matter . . . by framing and delivering questions precisely and purposefully and eliciting and interpreting displays of student understanding" (Ball & Forzani, 2011) because, as Violeta noted "class discussions give insights to what students know" (p. 43).
The process to prepare candidates on how to master the art of questioning was built around two ideas, (a) the content of the questions asked by the teachers and (b) the style in which teachers asked them to ignite SLL students' engagement and participation during the lesson. The former referred to the inclusion of academic language and content area vocabulary when asking a question, keeping in mind that it is not sufficient for teachers to ask good questions. The latter was defined as the tone, the voice and the body language teachers utilize when asking a question and is important because "the questions teachers ask and the ways that students respond (or choose not to) are a large part of the communication system that operates in the social and cultural context of the classroom" (Clegg, 1987, p. 18) . "The question also must elicit a good response from students" (Gall & Rhody, 1987, p. 33) . Both elements were equally important when constructing a student-centered classroom as the We space for Second Language Learners (SLL).
According to Noguera (2003) , well-designed questioning provides SLL with two important cognitive thresholds, critical thinking and linguistic competency, which are essential to guarantee the students' equal access to high-caliber education. In particular, teacher candidates learned that "information seeking questions-the 'who, what, when, where' variety-establish a common information base for subsequent analysis…[while]…Analytical questions, of the 'why' and 'how' type, can challenge students to think deeply and look for causes" (Austin, Sweet, & Overholt, 1991, p. 223) . Throughout the four weeks, teacher candidates were able to observe, produce and experience the effectiveness of well-designed questions. This experience is best encapsulated by this teacher candidate's reflection, "through the academy I learned that guiding students through questioning and personal connections is rather effective to help students think critically, beyond the surface level."
An example of content-based and efficient questioning task was the Cultural Collages project in the Language Arts component that SLL students completed during the second week of the summer academy. In this project, students assembled pictures they took with disposable cameras to portray their cultural identities. Throughout the week, teacher candidates had the opportunity to observe how teachers utilized high-order thinking skills questions, e.g. analysis and evaluation, to create deep understanding of the central theme of the lesson focused on cultural identity. Within this lesson, teachers first modeled how to use questions such as: What is the underlying theme of your Cultural Collage? (Analysis) Do you think that being…is a good or a bad thing? (Evaluation) Or can you compare your Cultural Collage with that presented by…? (Analysis) to later facilitate the use of these questions when SLL students designed, discussed and presented their Cultural Collages. Teachers candidates observed in this lesson that teachers used questioning in multiple ways. Questioning might initially be used as a tool to actively involve SLL students in the lesson. Then teachers bridged to using questioning as the skill that enables students to hear different interpretations from their peers and from their teachers, as well as to foster SLL students' deep understanding in the information analyzed throughout the lesson (Finkel, 2000) .
The use of questions is also a primary tool used to improve the skills of teacher candidates to understand how students think when doing mathematics. Too often "the mathematics we have tried to teach in school often has been disconnected from the ways that children think about and solve problems in their daily lives…[not only that, but]…children do not always think about mathematics in the same ways as adults. If we want to give children the opportunity to build from within, we need to understand how children think about mathematics" (Carpenter, Fennema, Franke, Levi, Empson, 1999, p. xiv) . In the mathematics component of the academy, prior to teaching a mathematics lesson, teachers work with teacher candidates, to create, integrate, and embed questions in the lesson plans with different end-goals in mind. One type of question focuses on bringing out into the open some of the misconceptions students have about mathematical concepts or ideas, e.g. "How is 1/2 different from 1/3?" For many students, 1/2 is smaller than 1/3 because 2 is smaller than 3. Another type of question intends to tap into students' prior knowledge about mathematical ideas they will need to use throughout the lesson, e.g. "Where is the tens place in a given number? What about the tenths place?" In this case, the discussion leads to establishing how to write fivetenths or 5/10 as a decimal. Other types of questions are meant to elicit deeper thinking by students after they share an idea with the class, e.g. "If five-tenths (5/10) is equivalent to one-half (1/2), how does this help us write 1/2 as a decimal?" Here, teacher candidates begin to learn how to answer questions with questions to nurture students' thinking about mathematics.
When talking with the teacher candidates on the importance of questioning as the foundation for creating a classroom as the we space, Marieta, one of the teacher candidates commented, that, "good questions help teachers to relate teaching with students' experiences as well as to tap into students' prior knowledge." Along with this thought, Quetzal, another teacher candidate, underlined the importance of well-planned questioning: "it is important to know the hierarchy of high-order thinking questions. This helps you to focus on the question rather than on the answer. Questions help redirect teaching instead of re-teaching." And finally, Naya stated, "Now I can see that students are always ready to share if there is someone who listens. Students want to explain their thinking, not just the answer. You do not have to be scripted when asking questions. You can adapt your questions to reach the students."
Listening to all these comments, it was evident that teacher candidates valued the opportunity to analyze the nature and application of questioning. Modeling, analyzing and implementing questioning is an essential component when educating highly qualified teachers because it prepares teachers to listen before, during and after teaching; thus they can use questions that will provoke more questions as well as to push SLL students to find their own answers and their own educational voice (Bartolomé & Leystina, 2008) .
Practice: From My Classroom to Our Classroom, the We Classroom Space
Practice is the culminating step in the process to become a highly qualified teacher. Exemplary practices are built on both external and internal accountability. The latter is based on self-evaluation processes highly qualified teachers conduct on their own practices. The former comes from peripheral parameters around teaching, i.e., principal's evaluations, Academic Performance Index (API), and Academic Yearly Progress (AYP). The last stage in this apprenticeship model focuses on the idea of creating teaching and learning practices that make students accountable for their own learning and the knowledge others acquire through the learning tasks. When designing these practices, teacher candidates referred to observation and questioning to construct the We classroom as an inclusive and responsive learning environment. Bielaczyc & Collins (1999) highlighted centrality, peripherality and identity as three key factors to ensure that the classroom becomes the We space. Centrality and peripherality imply that at some point during the learning tasks, some students may have a more central role than others. Identity in the We classroom is a twofold concept because (a) it represents the unique and distinct knowledge each student produces and acquires and (b) it is the collective educational gain all the participants build and share at the end of the learning process. For example, during a language arts lesson at the summer academy some students guided (centrality) the writing process when others contribute (peripherality) with their notes. In this scenario Loreta, one of the experienced teachers, emphasized to all her students that though they had different tasks all of them were expected to show their individual work (individual identity) and to produce the same level of competency in the activity's learning outcomes (shared identity). As Roseta, a teacher candidate said, "different roles in this activity created personal challenges to enrich what others were learning."
The concept of additive learning processes was displayed on the Graffiti Walls assignment; the last assignment students completed within the Language Arts component. This project equally underpins the three aforesaid key elements when creating the classroom as the We space. The teacher candidates' role in this activity is peripheral throughout the whole activity. Candidates first dialogued with the whole group to visualize how individual pieces, cultural tags, could intertwine with each other to create a communal piece. Conducting observations and questioning prior to implementing practices is crucial when implementing this lesson. Being peripheral, assisting students, and providing the necessary scaffolding without monopolizing the learning process, requires fine classroom management skills. Teacher candidates have acquired these skills through observations and the multiple feedbacks that were provided to them throughout the first two stages.
Marieta, explained that "at the beginning I was not sure about myself because teaching is really complex. I thought I needed to be the center of everything. Now I realize that my role as teacher is to simplify complexity, to silently teach." This comment and others showed that the apprenticeship model helped teacher candidates to overcome their tendency to be the epicenter of the teaching processes.
The idea of communal learning is critical for Second Language Learners. Mantero (2007) , in his studies of second language learners, underscored communal learning as "the essential element of many identities coming together" (p. 375) to overcome the challenges SLL students face when acquiring both the academic language and the content embedded in each activity. In this last stage of the apprenticeship model, teacher candidates take the first steps in learning how to maintain a communal learning environment with the help and direction of their respective teacher. Teacher candidates learn how to make explicit the specific academic language and content that is integrated, and usually implicit, within any given activity; hence, students learning experiences are meaningful and fun. After all, fun activities in a classroom are valuable if students gain insights about the content and are able to communicate those insights to improve their understandings, both individually and collectively. Thus, "if teaching is conceived as constructing a bridge between the subject matter and the student, learner-centered teachers keep a constant eye on both ends of the bridge" (NRC, 2000, p. 136) and teacher candidates quickly discover that language is the raw material used to construct such a bridge with their students.
Consistent with the recommendation given by Henry, Bastian, and Fortner (2011) who concluded in their study of beginning teachers that programs should "include classroom observations for all novice teachers by those with experience teaching the same grades and/or subjects, followed by feedback and coaching on ways to improve instruction,…and opportunities to share successful techniques and learn from others" (p. 278), teacher candidates have at least three opportunities to take the lead in their respective classrooms to put into practice and sustain a We space in a mathematics classroom. Typically, in their first opportunity, teacher candidates will ask individual students questions in a whole-class setting, often from across the room, to assess her/his understandings. In debriefing this first experience, teacher candidates are able to share what those specific students know or do not know about mathematics, but have a hard time sharing what the rest of the class knows. For this reason, in their second opportunity, teacher candidates will begin interacting more closely with students as they do group activities. Teacher candidates will also transition from asking individuals questions to asking group questions, with follow-up questions to individuals as needed. While teacher candidates have a much better sense of what individual students know from this second opportunity, the communal learning is still minimal. In debriefing, the conversation points to the fact that most of the discussion takes place between teacher and student, or teacher and a group of students. The goal for their third opportunity to take the lead is focused on having teacher candidates support teacher/student, teacher/group, student/student, and group/group interactions. To do this, teacher candidates begin to take comments or questions by students or groups and present them to the whole class to explore together; teacher candidates redirect student thinking to other students to explore; teacher candidates design activities to help students experience positive whole class dynamics that bring in the strengths of the individual to enhance the learning of the class. In debriefing this third and final experience, teacher candidates share their realization about how much more powerful the learning experience becomes for students and teachers when individual ideas become the foundation for collective insights. All teacher candidates concur with Renata's thought that "allowing us to teach provides us with a meaningful experience because allowing us to take these ideas in the role of a teacher helps us think differently about what it means to be a teacher."
Conclusion
Unless teacher candidates have personally experienced or witnessed the amount of learning that takes place in classroom environments using mostly nontraditional teaching strategies and learning tasks, they are hard pressed to believe, let alone adopt, such models when they begin their teaching careers. Both professors in the Multiple Subjects, Single Subject, and Special Education credential programs, have observed the persistence of this hesitation in many teacher candidates as they complete their programs. Even after candidates have directly experienced themselves in methods courses how much better they understand the content of a subject (mathematics, language arts, etc.) as a result of learning with such teaching strategies and learning tasks, they hesitantly accept that the same would happen with their future K-12 SLL students. The key to minimize or remove this reluctance is to have teacher candidates see and use these same strategies and tasks with K-12 SLL students' right after their methods courses and prior to their student teaching experience. The Migrant Education Summer Academy is such a program because it "places more emphasis on guided practice in classroom settings from the beginning of training" of teacher candidates (Stewart, 2011, p. 18 ) by having them learn through classroom observations, questioning, and practices. After all, "in order for teachers to change their practices, they need opportunities to try things in their classrooms and then receive feedback" (NRC, 2000, p. 27 ) making sure to "select a few strategies to work on as opposed to working on an array of strategies all at once" (Marzano, 2011, p. 82) .
Preparing highly qualified teachers to be ready to work with the linguistically diverse population we have today in California and nationwide, calls for models of apprenticeship where teacher candidates can build, shape and polish their practices even before completing their student-teaching experience. Teacher candidates must be exposed to an array of educational experiences in order to successfully construct multidimensional lesson plans, which provide a full range of students with various opportunities first to learn the content and the academic language embedded in this content; and secondly to demonstrate competency in the two aforesaid areas. We emphasize that the responsibility for creating these opportunities relies on a communal effort from different Local Educational Agencies (LEA).
The model proposed in this article shows the commitment of two local agencies, the Teaching Credential Program and the Migrant Education Program, to prepare highly qualified teachers and to enhance the educational experiences of local students helped to shorten the achievement gap among a population at risk, Second Language Learner migrant students. Moreover, by including teacher candidates, the Summer Academy created an educational work force that not only will have an impact beyond the scope of the Summer Migrant Program but also will increase the social, cultural and linguistic capital in the area where this project was implemented.
In conclusion, to effectively educate the new generation of highly qualified teachers who can engage Second Language Learners in additive schooling practices, teacher candidates have to go beyond lecture-based models which work under the assumption that one method works for all students. Stakeholders and educational agencies must support and promote models that foster inclusive and participatory learning environments in which teacher candidates sequentially (observing, questioning, practicing) experiment with different methodologies and students are able to utilize, research, synthesize and evaluate knowledge. Gregorio Ponce is an associate professor and chair for the Division of Education. His research interests include the development of professional development activities that help K-12 teachers use non-traditional, interactive, student-centered strategies and tasks to help their students overcome their fears, frustrations, and anxieties about mathematics.
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